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Function No. 09-58613

COMPREHENSIVE HEARING IMPAIRED RECEPTION FROG

Chapter I THE PRO RAM

The Comprehensive Hearing impaired Reception Program (CHFAT)

was designed to improve effective communication skills for 65

hearing handicapped 'students whose native language was other than

English, and whose language deficiencies prevented them from

effective participation in the learning process. Through individual

and small group language lessons conducted for at least 40 minutes

daily, the students were to improve their oral and receptive

language abilities. A teacher-coordinator, two:teachers, and

four paraprO,..essional educational assi tants were to be assigned

to the program. Students were to be selected on the basis of the r

hearing handicap and their foreign language background; school

personnel and parents were to participate in the selection process.

A total of 47 eligible students, all of Hispanic background, were

identified. The program, implemented essentially as planned,

supplemented the services provided in "resource robms" and in a

work-study program for the hard-of-hearing in several schools.

In these resource rooms, handicapped students received supDortive

services for part of the school day; the remainder of their time

was spent in regular classes. Children served in the resource

rooms received such help so-that they could benefit more substantially

from classroom instruction.and participate in class activities.

Children served additionally by,this present program were deemed

to need extra help because of their non-Ehglish language

background. It should be noted that children with hearing handicaps

have difficulty with language development; the combination of the
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hearing handiap and the need to function in two languages can

cause severe language deficiencies.

Most students were bused to schools with resource rooms from

their homes; in some cases, they attended their neighborhood

school, received itinerant help, and periodically were brought

by their parents for extra lip reading instruction to other

locations. Personnel in this program worked both In the _tudents-

home schools and in the schools with resource rooms.

One staff member, a paraprofessionaLwas assigned to a work-

study program serving non-English s2eaking hard-of-hearing you-g

adults. Many of these people had recently arrived in this

country with little or no previous formal schooling; the hearing

of some had, upon their arrival, been greatly improved by proper

equipment.

Two of the program staff members were assigned to -Ingle

locations; the others traveled to two, three, or four locations

on regular schedules. It was not deemed adVisable to Spread the

services beyond the limits of reasonable geographic traveling

distances and stops for staff members.

The programvs teacher-coordinator had had advanced training

for, and experience with hearing handicapped children, having

'previously served as a resource room teacher. She spoke

Spanish fluently, as did the teachers and paraprofesslonals

who served in the program.

A number of administrative diffL-ulties prevented the program

from starting on time, and, in May, one of the paraprofessionals

left without notice. However, despite these difficulties, by

March 24, 1975, instruction had 'begun''On- a daily basis, and

continued through the end of the school year in all but tWo

the 14 program sites.
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Chapter II: EVALUATIVE PROCEDURES

The evalua-,ion objective, as stated in the evaluation des

prepared by the Office of Educational Evlauation$ was

to determine the extent to which the participan s
have demonstrated statistically significant
improvement in their ability to speak English and
Spanish.

The newly prepared Ratln& Scale _f Abil:

Slpsak lish and the Rating Scale of Pu ilst Abilitz to peak

S-anish was to be administered on a pre- and posttest basis

to all participants. The median test for correlated saples

was to be used to determine the statIstIcal sIgnIficance of

differences between pre- and post-rati,

The Rat1n Scale of PupIls Ability to Speak 3iglish was

adinI&bered to students in the prora a: durIng the weeks of

April 7 - 11, 1975 and June 5 - 9, 1975.

Ti please of the n y-or _e 14 lzh, uowever,

lich had not yet occizrreá at the tfe the evaluation design was

prepared, was subsequently cancelled, and, correspondingly, it

was necessary to cancel that aspect o_ the evaluation study as

well.

The median test was carried out as.planned, and the resul

presented in Chapter IIIof this report.
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-1(Caddition to the te-t-analysis the evaluator was directed

to determine the extent to which the program was implemented as

proposed, The evaluator visited each staff member at work (with

the exception of the person Who left before a visit could be

scheduled), and return visits were made to three program sites.

Instructional sessions were observed; teachers, paraprofessional

and s:hool staff members who worked with the program staff were

interviewed. The evaluator narticipated in a staff workshop,

conferred frequentlywith the p_o ect coordinator, observed super-

visory meetings of the latter with staff members, and observed

a conference between a. staff member and a parent.
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Chap er I: THE FINDINGS

In this section :he results of the analysis of pre- and post-

tests on the Rating Scale of Pupils' Ability to_ avIK puLarl,

and information derived from observations and interviews are

presented.

AREILELE!ILLI_2a1

Although a total of 47 students were identified for program

participation, only 34 complete sets of pre- and posttest scores

were available for analysis. Of the 13 students with missing

scores, five were absent from the posttest, four were discharged

before completion of the program and four were absent from school

for extended pe_iods,-or in the case of the work-study students,

out of school for-temporary employment.

The distribution of test scores on the ELLLIE Scale of Puj1

Ability to Speak_ Enlish is presented in Table 1. The score

interval 10 - 14 has been broken down to present the scores

above and below the median (12.5) of the total s t cL. scores.
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Table 1

Frequency Dis ribution of Pre- and Posttest Scores
Scores on Rating Scale of Pupils' Ability to Speak

English

Scores Pretest Posttest Total

CY 8 6 14

1 - 4 3 3 6

5 - 9 5 3 8

0 - 12.5 3 5 8

12.5 - 14 4 2 6

15 - 19 9 11 20

20 - 24 3 4 7

25 - 29 1 2 3

Total 36 36 72

A median test for correlated samples was applied to the data,

as planned, to determine whether there was a significant change

between pre- and posttest scores. This test involves determining.

the common median of the pre- and posttest scores, determining how

many individuals who scored below the median on the pretest scored

above this point on the posttest (positive changes) and how many

who had scored above the median on the pretest scored below it on

the posttest (negative changes). .A chi square test of the significance

of the difference between proportions is then applied, using,

the formula below,with Yates' correction (Guilford, 1965, 1? 242).

((b 2

b

where b is the numb-er of positive changes and c is the number of

negative changes.
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The common median for the-34 students tested was 12.5. -On

the pretest, 16 students scored above the median; on the retest 18

scored above the median (two positive dhanges). No negative changes

from above t_ below the median were recorded. Of course, _or the

present analysis, the number of changes was too small to permit

statistical inference. However, the analysis is presented for

illustration.

A ChiSquare of .5 would not be significant were there enough

change scores to permit this inference. It should be noted that

the median test involves only those change scores with rega d to

crossing the common median; however, of the 34 students, 16 (47.1%)

made actual improvements in their test scores; six of these were

improvements _f five points or more.

obse_vation oingjrogram

At each of the elementary program sites visited, the program

staff member was observed giving language development lessons to

students on an individual or small group basis or helping the

children with their clasroam assignments, using school textbooks

workbooks, special bilingual materials or pictorial materials obtained

under this program. Children worked on opposites (large-small, up-

down), sentence pattern (today is .., yesterday was.. ., tomorrow

will be...), constructing senences (I eat an apple the boy is

riding a bicycle), etc. In one school one boy worked with the

male paraprofes ional in setting up an electrical circuit, with

battery, wires bell, and other equipient; then language patterns

(battery-batteries, baby-babies ) were developed and reinforced.
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-The student then explained the workings of tha.circuit to the

visiting program coordinator and evaluator with great pride and

enthusiasm, and in some detail, despite his speech and:language

difficulties. In another location, the teacher played chess with

one child and then with another, stimulating language interaction

among three children present. Another teacher worked on reading

comprehension with a boy who did not know the word "grass" or the

concept of "shade," but who was eager to learn.

The students seemed highly motivated and re ponsive, and:

intensely involved in the learning situation. Often, they seemed

reluctant to leave their classes for this special instruction, and

then reluctant to go back to their classes. They seemed, for the

most part, Spanish-dominant, although deficientHin the development

of both languages. Frequently, the teacher was able to develop

comprehension by communiCating in Spanish; the use of the two

languages in instruction appeared hi hly effective.

The program coordinator was very knowledgable capable

-conscientious, and flexible. Teachers and paraprofessionals

appeared to be intensely involved with their work with the students.

In most locations the facilities used were adeqUate for

individual instruction, although some were tiny, closet-like

basement rooms which had to be shared with the regular teacher.

One teacher worked with her students in a basement lunchroom; noise

directly outside and within the lunchroom seemed distracting to the

evaluator but did not appear to disturb the children. The rooms

were all attractively decorated with stimulating and useful materials

and with student work; other materials were observed stored for

easy access and in use.
11
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Records were kept by the resource room teacher regarding the

students1 hearing capacities and corrective services. It seemed
,

that the children's hearing aids wer_ frequently in di repair,

that parents were difficult to contact and to motivate to make the

complex arrangements for medical diagnosis,00rrection, and

adjustment.

In the work-.tudy program, the paraprofe sional was assiwned

to help the regular teacher who was also bilingual. Students were

taught to travel independently ,and were given instruction on

various a peots of employment and careers, as well as fundamental

..nglish Second Language and academic i..struction. Some

tudents could not tell time, others were just learnin,, to read,

and all were in need of speecli trinin. Here, too, students were

hihly amtivated atid eaL!,rer to learn, pressin, even the evaluator

into service to listen to them read or to serve as a speech model.

During one of the evaluator s visits, the teacher was administering

the mandated City-wide ESL tests to individuals; the testing took

much more time than expected, and the students who were waiting

did little other than wait. The room us-d was relatively barren

of stimulating materials, although there were some materials in a

closet. During another visit, a lesson waspresented to the

total group which seemed to be directed toward the needs of only

one,of the students.

The evaluator participatad in a workshop for staff-membere

conducted by the project coordinator at program headquarters.

bilingual'school social worker who deals with handicapped child

spoke, disbussing the initiation and conduct of parent conferences

(use very "plain" Spanish; use repetition; give parents your

.phone number; be positive ). She also discussed the psychological

12
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diffi ulties of handicapped children in families struggling with

economic-and linguistic hardships, and emphasized the need for
,

parents to recognize, understand; and deal effectively With their

children's needs and abilities.

Discussion arose regarding home visits which were'strongly'

reco mended by the speaker; the need for coordination with both

classroom teachers and parents was further discussed by the

group. The staff members indicated that they were somewhat limited

in what they could initiate'by the routines of the resource room

teachers and by some af the school_ restrictions.

Discussion of the Finditas

The prograM, then, indeed,served the needs of the population

of the populatibn for which it was intended. As an adjunct to the

resource room program however, it appeared somewhat limited in the

extent to which it went beyond the scope of the 'services already

provided. Pulling _ child out of his regular class for two

periods daily rather than one may not be the best approach for

the child. The rasc=ce room already represents a compromise

between special education classes and regular class instruction for

participating youngsters; it has some of the drawbacks of all such

compromises. The child who is pulled out of his regular class for

spacial

for him

because

because

leSsons misses some work while he is gone; it may be hard

to know whether he misunderstands subsequent instruction

he was "absent, or because of his hearing handicap,

of perceived lack of ability. Moreover, since the

or

student is bused to a school with a resource room, he has to make,

'and keep, lriendships in both locations. Such .social relationships

are especially difficult for handicapped children to maintain, and

itportant for their development. A different approach secms necessary.
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Chap er IV: SUMMARY OF FINDINGS, --ONOLUSIONSp..AND AENDATIONS

The ComprehensiVe Hearing Impaired Reception Program served

47 hard-ofhearing Hispanic students from poverty areas, supple-

menting the services provided in resource rooms and in a work-

study program- for the hard-of-hearing in several schools. Individual

and small-group language.lessons were conducted.

Students were tested on a pre- and posttest basis on the

Ratin Scalp of pupils' Ability to $peak English, and the data

analyzed using a median test for correlated samplee. Although

the resulte did not reveal significant changes, the program served

a target population in need of its services, and had ootential for'

significant effects.

Recommends

The program should be refunded, with modifcations. The activities

of the bilingUal personnel assigned to suppleent the services of the

resource room personnel should-not necessarily parallel their

routines, but where indicated, staff members should work as a team

carrying out complementary functions. For instance, since the more

the resource room teacher knows about the childfs functioning in

school, at home and at play, the program staff member can, as a
a

regular part of his or her duties, spend tiine observing the child

in his own classroom, visiting hiu at home, and working not only

with the handicapped child,- but with invited friends as well. As

a bilingual person, the program staff member can best communicate

with the parents; assistance to them'in understanding and helping

14
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their children should have positive results. Spending time with

the children individually, in their classrooms, and in their homes,

may have additional benefits, as well. It is hard for these

children to express themselves; words do not come easily in either

language and their speech is dften difficult to understand. If the

bilingual staff member is familiar with a setting and with the people

-in it, the child can more easily relate an event. ThiS type of

langua,e expression can be most beneficial to the child. This

recommended approadhl it is believed, should serve to help the

student more' adequately in academic areas as well as in social

and psychological areas as well.

Assistance might be given to the personnel in the work-study

program in curriculum and in small group and individUalized

learning techniques.
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Use Table 30C, for norm referenced achievement data not applicable to tables 30A, nd 30B.

30C, Standardized Test Results

In 'the table below, enter,the requested information
about the tests used to evaluate the effectiveness of

major Project components/activities in achieving desired objectives. :Before completing this form, read an

footnotes. Attaeh additional sheets if necessary.

..Qmired

Component W ivit

Code Code

Lavet

Pre Post

Number

Group Tested

iP NET

Pretest Posttest statistical

Data

Testli Value81 Level!i

median .5 n.s.

11 Identify Test Used and Year of Publication (MAT58; CAT-70, etc.) 7/ Test statistic (e.g. t; F;

// Total number of participants.in the activity 2/ Obtained value

3/ Identify the participants by specific grade level (e.g grade 3, 9/ Specify level of statistical significance

grade 5). Where several grades are combined, enter the last two digits obtained (e.g., p4,05; 1)4.01).

of the component code,

4/ Total number of participants included in the pre'and post test cal-

culations.

5/ 1 1! grade equivalent; 2 percentile rank; 3 = Z S ore; 4 = Standard

score (publisher's); 5 = stanine; 6 = raw score; 7 = other.

6/ S.D. = Standard Deviation
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OFFICE OF EDUCATINI, EVALUATION - DATA LOSS FORM
. Rec eption Progala

(attach to MIR, au, V30) FunTictio-i-1777613. Title I # 09-58513

In this table enter all Data:Loss information. Between mIR, item 030 ap,d,this form, all participants

,in each activity must be acccunted for, The component and activity codes used in completion of item #30

should be used here so that the,two tables match. Sea definitions below table for further nstructioea,

Component

Code

Activity Group

Code I.D.

) (4

Test Total Number Participants

Uged N Tested/ Not Tested/

Analyzed Anklyzed

5

_

leasots why students were not tested, or if

tested, were not analyzed

Eating

6 1 4 6 1 7 2 2 61 Scale 46 35 .10

of

u 131

to Speak

Lnglish

212

ii;;17e77-7.

3eaaot

'absent Ina posttest. illness. ,4

diScharged

aboent'for extended period

out of school on york 2 .

(1) Identify the participants by specific grade level (e,g., grade 3, grade . Where several grades

enter the last two digits of the component code.

(2) Identify the test used and year of publication (MAT-70, SEAT-74 et ).

(3) Number of participants in the activity,

(4) Number of participants included in the pre and posttest calculations fand on item#30.

(5) Number and percent of participants not tested and/or net analyzed on ittm030.

(6) $pecify all reasons why studetts were not tested and/or analyzed. For each reason specified, provide a separate

number count, If any further documentation is available, please attach:to this form. If further Nati is

needed to specify and explain data loss, attach additional:page-8 to this form,
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